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1) PRIMARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:
1.1 L’ALFABETO DEI SENTIMENTI / THE ALPHABET OF FEELINGS
1.2 VIOLA GIRAMONDO / VIOLA THE GLOBETROTTER
1.3 IL CAMMINO DEI DIRITTI / THE WALK OF RIGHTS
1.4 PICCOLA GRANDE GUERRA / THE LITTLE GREAT WAR
1.5 IO SONO ADILA / I’M ADILA
1.6 IN MEZZO ALLA FIABA / INSIDE THE FAIRY TALE
1.7 POESIE DI LUCE / POEMS OF LIGHT

2) SECONDARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:
2.1 ANNALILLA
2.2 SE TU FOSSI QUI
2.3 OH FREEDOM!
2.4 PIOGGIA DI PRIMAVERA
2.5 ITALIA, STORIE, BALLATE E RACCONTI
2.6 MESSAGGIO DALL’IMPOSSIBILE
2.7 NEMO IL RAGAZZO SENZA NOME

SPECIAL THEME
METAMORFOSI by Roberto Piumini

1) PRIMARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:
1.1 L’alfabeto dei sentimenti (The Alphabet of Feelings)
/ Janna Carioli, Sonia M.L. Possentini
Casalecchio di Reno : Fatatrac, 2014
[ISBN] 978 88-222-318-2

►Synopsis: To every letter of the alphabet a feeling is associated and to every feeling a
poem is dedicated. A perfect balance between the text and the illustrations; words which
are fading away and colours which dialogue. Two famous authors lead us, letter by letter,
to the discovery of feelings and their special language. An album to inspire children who
are just beginning to write their own story.
►The author Janna Carioli lives happily in Bologna. She is a journalist, a writer of radio
and television programmes, she has a deep love of the cinema and she writes song lyrics,
theatre productions and plays and books for children. She is a favourite author for TV
programmes for children such as "La Melavisione". She always has her cat sitting by her
side when she is at her computer.
►The illustrator Sonia M.L. Possentini was born at Canossa at Reggio Emilia, where she
works and lives on 20 July 1965. Having taken a degree in History of Art and a diploma
from the Academy of Fine Arts at Bologna (Accademia di Belle Arti di Bologna), she has
attended the Sarmede School of Illustration with Stepan Zavrel and frequented the
course in design and illustration of Kvetng a Pakovska of theAssociazione Culturale
Teatrio of Venice. She has studied courses on the Techniques of bookbinding for Livres
d'artiste taught at Padua by Irene Woodbury and has won two important scholarships
with the Fondazione Magnani Rocca di Mamiamo (RE) e Olands Grafiska Skola. A
celebrated painter and illustrator, she has exhibited her own researches in many cities in
Italy and also at the Montserrat Gallery in New York, publishing illustrated albums for La
Margherita Edizioni, Kite Edizioni, Grimm Press, Grimm Press, SOC & FOC, Mine Edition,
Falzea editore Fatatrac, De Agostini, Il gioco di leggere. She has illustrated the front cover
of number 277 of Andersen and has received numerous accolades in Italy and abroad,
including the Silver Award at the Illustration Competition West 49, promoted by the Los
Angeles Society of Illustrators. She is a lecturer in Illustration at the International Comics
School at Reggio Emilia. Her works are permanently on show at the De' Bonis Gallery at
Reggio Emilia.

1.2 Viola Giramondo (Viola the Globetrotter)
/ Teresa Radice, Stefano Turconi
Latina,Tunuè, 2014
[ISBN] 978-88-97165-78-1

►Synopsis: Viola Vermeer an inquisitive, happy and extrovert young girl from the great
family of the Cirque de la Lune (The Circus of the Moon) has a particular sensitivity for and
appreciation of beauty in all its very variant forms. On her journey around the world from
Paris to New York from the Lagoon of Venice to the Indian sub-continent, from Canada to
Amsterdam from Damascus to the highest point of the Himalayas....she will meet
extraordinary characters who are each fascinating in their own particular way ....
►The author and the illustrator: Teresa Radice and Stefano Turconi were both born in the
vast Plain Region of Northern Italy (the Grande Pianura Padana) in the 1970s but did not meet
until 2004 thanks to a mouse with frying-pan like ears and a toy pistol. To earn a living she
writes stories and he illustrates them. They like each other a great deal and the following year
they marry. They discover that they are both intrepid and inquisitive travellers, avid and
'omnivorous' readers and indomitable dreamers who soon pack their hiking boots and rucksacks
on an extensive worldwide trip. The step from walking together and narrating together is a
brief one. Their first joint contributions appeared in the weekly Disney publication Topolino
(Mickey Mouse) and they contribute tens of stories including 15 episodes of Pippo (Goofy) the
reporter (2009-15); Mickey and the great sea of sand (2011); Scrooge Mc Duck and the
priceless island (2012); Topinadh Tandoori and the rose of Rajasthan (2014); and a 'mousey'
interpretation of R.L.Stevenson's Treasure Island (2015). In
2011 they move to the House with no North (Casa Senza
Nord)– 10 minutes by bicycle from the Farms and 20 minutes
on foot from the Wood, half an hour by train from the Lake
– and they plant their first trees. In their Creative Lair, filled
with bottomless drawers which overflow with projects:
things to do, places to see, people to meet. In 2013 Violet
Globetrotter is published (Tipitondi Tunué, which is
awarded the Boscarato Prize (Premio Boscarato) in 2014 for
the best illustrated illustarted cartoon story for children,
published in France by Dargaud). The most original fruits of
their ten-year long collaboration have large blue eyes and
their heads already filled with stories. Ther names are Viola
and Michele.

1.3 Il cammino dei diritti (The Walk of Rights)
/ Janna Carioli, Andrea Rivola
Casalecchio di Reno : Fatatrac, 2014
[ISBN] 978- 88-8222 358-8

►Synopsis: Twenty dates, each one dedicated to an event which has represented a significant
step forward in the walk or journey of human rights. Each date is accompanied by an illustration
by Andrea Rivola and by a poem by Janna Carioli and a text which narrates the important
event.
“The dates you will find in this book narrate the principal steps taken in the history of human
rights. We hope that they can become an inspiration to those like yourselves, who are willing
to dedicate themselves so that the walk can proceed and that every single person has all rights
guaranteed”.
Antonio Marchesi President of Amnesty International Italy
►The author: Janna Carioli lives happily in Bologna. She is a journalist, a writer of radio
and television programmes, she has a deep love of the cinema and she writes song lyrics, theatre
productions and plays and books for children. She is a favourite author for TV programmes for
children such as "La Melavisione". She always has her cat sitting by her side when she is at her
computer.
►The illustrator: Andrea Rivola lives immersed in a landscape of green fields in the Valley of
the Senio (Senio Valley) in the company of inseperable and diverse characters the product of
his fantastic and ultramagnificent coloured pencils and crayons. An extremely passionate
illustrator he has published extensively in Italy and abroad. He is also a very keen and
tenacious wine producer who delights the dry palate with his typical wines.

1.4 Piccola grande guerra
(The little Great War)
/ Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone, David
Pintor.
Roma, Lapis, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-7874-386-1

►Synopsis: A child, his daddy in a trench and a war which seems to be endless...
The very strong love he has for his father and the absurdity of war instil in Andrea's heart the
desire for a future of peace. An intense and moving story on choices which can change the
world.
►The author: Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone, a teacher of Arts subjects, writes narrative works
for young and not so young children which are characterised by a light style through which he
can address even more complex themes. He has published with leading Italian publishers
(Piemme, Giunti, Feltrinelli, EL Einaudi)
►The illustrator: David Pintor born in Galicia in 1975, began his career in 1993 as an
illustrator of comics. His illustrations have been selected by the CJ Picture Book Awards and
included in the White Ravens list and have been featured in some of the most important
exhibitions in the field (Bologna, Bratislava, Clermont Ferrand, Sarmede). His books have
enjoyed a great international success having been published from Brazil to Korea.
“Piccola Grande Guerra” was awarded the Andersen Special Prize by the Jury for 2015
with the following citation:
For having brilliantly known how to find the right words to inspire a young reader to
approach the drama of the First World War; and to David Pintor for his magnificent
illustrations which are capable of establishing a deep link and synergy with the text.

1.5 Io sono Adila. Storia illustrata di
Malala Yousafzai.
(I’m Adila. Illustrated story of Malala
Yousafzai)
/ Fulvia degli Inocenti. Anna Forlati
Cagli (PU), Settenove, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-8989-4705-8

►Synopsis: Under the patronage of Amnesty International, the publisher Casa editrice
Settenove has recently sent to bookshops a truly beautiful lllustrated album which narrates
the story of Malala which inspires courageous choices which go against current trends of
another girl and her family.
A book for anyone who is tired of the same old princesses and ballerinas, it consists of a search
for determined, strong willed-women and courageous women, in order to inspire dreams and
a thirst for justice in children.
►The author: Fulvia Degl'Innocenti is a journalist who for many years now has also
dedicated herself to writing narrative works for young children and adolescents: fairy tales,
illustrated albums ( some of which have been translated abroad in over ten countries) and
novels for young adults of both sexes which have received numerous prizes, including the
prestigious Premio Bancarellino 2011. She is a founder of Icwa, The Italian Association of
Childrens' Writers (Associazione italiana scrittori per ragazzi). She conceived of and directs
the successful narrative series Il parco delle storie for Edizioni Paoline
►The illustrator: Anna Forlati was born in Padua in 1980. After completing her studies in
contemporary art and graduating in The History of the Cinema at the University of Venice
(IUAV) for the last five years or so she has concentrated on illustrating for children. She has
published numerous works for both Italian and foreign publishers and and has taken part in
many international gatherings on illustration including the Illustrators' Exhibition, the Bologna
Children’s Book Fair 2014. In 2014 she became a memberof and collaborated with the
Fondazione Radio Magica Onlus and has published (among others) I libri di Maliq (Maliq's
books) (2013, Rizzoli) and Yoga piccolo piccolo (Little, little yoga) (2013, Edizioni Corsare).

1.6 In mezzo alla fiaba (Inside the Fairy Tale)
/ Silvia Vecchini, Arianna Vairo.
Milano,Topopittori, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-98523-22-1

►Synopsis: Inside the fairy tale there’s a hidden voice, other than the narrator’s. The voice
of an eyewitness, someone who has seen, risked, lost, won, understood. In mezzo alla fiaba,
the latest book by Silvia Vecchini, a refined poetess and author of Poesie della notte, del
giorno, di ogni cosa intorno (Topipittori, 2014), and Arianna Vairo, a very young and talented
illustrator, is also a game. Because some voices rise among these poems pointing at twenty
famous traditional fairy tales and the reader can discover who is talking thanks to the hidden
titles in the last pages. A clever and fully achieved balance between text and image that will
amaze and make the reader wonder.
►The author: Silvia Vecchini’s biography in her own words: “I live in Umbria, in a small village
deep in the green hills near Lake Trasimeno. I have three children. I studied Italian Literature
at the University of Perugia and I have always cultivated a passion for poetry and writing. I
love every form of creativity and I have contributed to many school and museum projects. I
write books for children and teenagers co-operating with various publishers (Piemme, Giunti,
San Paolo, Emi, Edumond, Edizioni Corsare, Il Pozzo di Giacobbe, Monti etc.). In response to
children's curiosity I’m also running reading groups and creative workshops at schools and
libraries”.
►The illustrator: Arianna Vairo is an illustrator and n engraver. Her work which has been
featured in numerous exhibitions both in Italy and abroad, has been recognised by the Society
of Illustrators 57, Communication Arts 2014, 3 X 3 Honourable Mention 2014, Bologna
Children's Book Fair (2011, 2014), Illustration Biennial Bratislava 2011, White Ravens 2012,
The Pavia Festival of Illustration 2012, Carte d'Arte all.Angelo 2011. She is presently
collaborating with stamperia 74/b experimenting with engraving techniques applied to
illustrating and has founded AttilaMarcel an itinerant art press. Since 2014 she teaches
engraving and illustration at the European Institute of Design in Milan.

1.7 Poesie di luce (Poems of Light)
/ Sabrina Giarratana, Sonia Maria Luce Possentini
Firenze, Giunti, 2014 [ISBN] 978-88-8279-393-7
►Synopsis: No other metaphor is more powerful than light in order to
narrate life if it is true that even the phrase to be born can also mean to
see the light or to come to light. Sabrina Giarratana knows this very well.
In little more than 30 poems, she transforms and moulds light as if it were
a ductile substance, narrating to us the light of hair, the light of mist or a
drop of dew, or that made up of grains of dust which filter through from a
door or a window. The light of a furtive and compliant look and even the
brilliant lighting up of an idea also exist. It is said that poetry is capable of
speaking to every one of us and this is precisely what happens here in these
poems rewarding us with bands of light which make way for intimate and internal visions, where even the
shadows form a happy part of the landscape. The absolute accomplice is Sonia Maria Luce Possentini,
luminous and powerful as even her name suggests...

►The author: Sabrina Giarratana was born in Bologna in 1965 from a Dutch mother and a Sicilian father.
She has worked for twenty years as a copywriter, living in Rome, Milan, Bologna and in Costa Rica, before
concentrating on books for toddler, and for the young and older child. At present she lives near Bologna, in a
little magic valley, together with her family. From here she often leaves to travel and meet her readers
throughout Italy. Her first book “Amica terra” (Earth my friend) (Fatatrac 2008) was sortlisted for the White
Ravens Selection in 2009 by the Internationale Jugendbibliothek of Munich, while her second book “Filastrocche
in valigia, viaggi dell’andata e del ritorno” ( Nonsense verse in a suitcase, travels outward and return bound
(Nuove Edizioni Romane 2009), she has won the prestigious Premio delle Palme 2010 Città di San Vito dei
Normanni Prize as the best illustrated work by an Italian author. In 2007 she undertook a journey into the
migrant camps of Sahrawi di Tindouf, in Algeria, in order to write her first novel for children, La bambina delle
nuvole, una storia del Sahara (The girl from the clouds, a story from the Sahara) (Rizzoli 2009). Among her most
recent books appear, Piccole conte (Small tales) (Fatatrac 2012), Conte incantate (Magical tales) (Fatatrac
2013),Filascuola (Nuove Edizioni Romane 2013), Poesie di luce (Poems of light) (Motta Junior 2014).

►The illustrator: Sonia M.L. Possentini was born at Canossa at Reggio Emilia, where she works and lives on
20 July 1965. Having taken a degree in History of Art and a diploma from the Academy of Fine Arts at Bologna
(Accademia di Belle Arti di Bologna), she has attended the Sarmede School of Illustration with Stepan Zavrel and
frequented the course in design and illustration of Kvetng a Pakovska of theAssociazione Culturale Teatrio of
Venice. She has studied courses on the Techniques of bookbinding for Livres d'artiste taught at Padua by Irene
Woodbury and has won two important scholarships with the Fondazione Magnani Rocca di Mamiamo (RE) e
Olands Grafiska Skola. A celebrated painter and illustrator, she has exhibited her own researches in many cities
in Italy and also at the Montserrat Gallery in New York, publishing illustrated albums for La Margherita Edizioni,
Kite Edizioni, Grimm Press, Grimm Press, SOC & FOC, Mine Edition, Falzea editore Fatatrac, De Agostini, Il gioco
di leggere. She has illustrated the front cover of number 277 of Andersen and has received numerous accolades
in Italy and abroad, including the Silver Award at the Illustration Competition West 49, promoted by the Los
Angeles Society of Illustrators. She is a lecturer in Illustration at the International Comics School at Reggio Emilia.
Her works are permanently on show at the De' Bonis Gallery at Reggio Emilia

2) SECONDARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:
2.1 Annalilla (Annalilla)
/ Matteo Corradini
Milano, Rizzoli, 2014 [ISBN] 978-88-17-07637-1

►Synopsis: School is finally drawing to a close and mummy and daddy are faraway on a dancing
course. However, there is no freedom for Annalilla, who finds herself the hostage of Olga, her
grandmother's carer to whom her parents have entrusted her to her care. There could be no
worse a prison for her free spirit. Annalilla plans a perfect escape which leads to a whole week of
absolute liberty which we would all have wished to have experienced and lived out before
becoming adults.
►The author: Matteo Corradini, was born in 1975, he is a Hebrew Scholar and an expert in
the teaching of Memory. He is an active team member of the Museo Nazionale dell’Ebraismo
e della Shoah (National Museum of Judaism and of the Shoah). He has published La
repubblica delle farfalle (The Republic of butterflies) with Rizzoli.

2.2 Se tu fossi qui (If You Were Here)
/ Davide Rondoni
Cinisello Balsamo (Milano), San Paolo, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-215-9493-9

►Synopsis: “If you were here” narrates the story of the adventurous journey undertaken by
a son to meet his father whom he hasn’t seen for a long time. His father is the keeper of the
lighthouse which shines its light beyond the sea of swamplands on the horizon line. It is an
expedition of both body and soul towards a place which can be at the same time, the worst
place in the world, but also the most beautiful if seen through the eyes of a little boy, Best,
the protagonist of the story.
►The author: Davide Rondoni born in Forli 1964) is a poet and a writer who has written
anthologies of poetry which have been well received by critics and appear in some of the most
prestigious anthologies of Italian poetry produced in the second half of the twentieth
century. He has also published numerous volumes in prose and essays on literature. He
founded and directed the Centre for Contemporary Poetry at the University of Bologna and
has and continues to hold courses on poetry and literature in several Italian universities as
well as at Columbia and Yale
“If you were here” is the winner of the Andersen best book award for 2015 and this is the
citation:
'For the wise construction of the novel aiming at educating young adults, where the very
high level of writing succeeds in transferring to the page very suggestive settings and well
outlined characters. For a very positive narrative approach, where the journey towards
self-consciousness of the protagonist is described with simple prose (sober literary style)
and a sharply detailed outlook which is free from ethical and paternalistic assumptions.

2.3 Oh, Freedom!
/ Francesco D’Adamo
Firenze, Giunti, 2014
[ISBN] 978-88-09-79002-5

►Synopsis: Ten-year-old Tommy roams the cotton fields of Alabama owned by the notorious
Captain Archer. Intimidating guards with fierce dogs protect the land and prevent any slaves
from leaving. That is until a supernatural spirit visits Tommy offering a way out. With his banjo
slung over his shoulder, Peg Leg Joe guides Tommy, his family and other slaves out of the
Deep South in the USA, and into Canada through the legendary Underground Railroads.
Stretching for miles across the country’s vast expanse, the network famously helped more than
100,000 slaves to freedom and a new life. For Tommy and his family, their escape is far from
an easy ride. The young boy is forced to mature quickly through this difficult testing and trying
period, and encourages his strong will to guide himself and others to safety under the guidance
of Peg Leg Joe.
Set in the 19th century, D’Adamo’s well-constructed novel tells a story distant in time, which,
however, remains grounded in a reality that still exists today. Millions of people across the
globe continue to be enslaved, including children. Oh Freedom! is about a child’s loss of
innocence, and perseverance in the face of oppression.
Oh, Freedom! Will be released in 2016 by Darf Publishers with the translation of Sian Williams.

►The author: Francesco D’Adamo born in Milan, in 1949 is well-known for his adult books
in the tradition of Italian noir fiction. He began writing fiction for young adults to much foreign
acclaim in 1999. “Iqbal” was his third novel for young adults which won the New York
Christopher Award for Adolescents and the Cento Prize in Italy. In 2004, Francesco won the
International Reading Association Teachers’ Choices Booklist Prize.

2.4 Pioggia di primavera (Spring Rain)
/ Paolina Baruchello, Andrea Rivola
Roma, Sinnos, 2015 [ISBN] 978-88-7609-290-9

►Synopsis: Shu Mei is a worrier nun from the legendary Tian Shan Monastery. Now that the
Monastery has been destroyed, what will be left for her?
Chun Yu is a helpless young girl tormented by Wong, the tiger. Her future appears to be really
gloomy.
One day, the two women’s paths cross, events starts making sense and things becomes clear.
Gracefulness turns into strength.
This book belongs to the series Leggimi (Read me), where a new font, called Leggimigraphic,
has been introduced in order to facilitate reading for children who are dislexic or are
experincing difficulties in reading.
►The author: Paolina Baruchello, writer and literary translator, practices martial arts. She is
very passionate about all the stories and legends surrounding the art of Kung Fu related to
heroism, courage and the fights against injustice.
►The illustrator: Andrea Rivola lives immersed in a landscape of green fields in the Valley of
the Senio (Senio Valley) in the company of inseparable and diverse characters the product of
his fantastic and ultra-magnificent coloured pencils and crayons. An extremely passionate
illustrator he has published extensively in Italy and abroad. He is also a very keen and
tenacious wine producer who delights the dry palate with his typical wines.
He is considered as one of the most original Italian contemporary illustrators. Pioggia di
primavera is his first graphic novel and he gives the best of himself.

2.5 Italia, storie, ballate e racconti (Italy,
stories, ballads and tales)
/ Roberto Piumini, Giulia Servello
Scali d'Azeglio (Livorno), Sillabe, 2013
[ISBN] 978-88-8347-653-2

►Synopsis: Young explorers…Italy has very beautiful cities and spectacular monuments. How
could we describe them to you? We thought about assigning very special travel companions
for every region, very famous personalities, from the past and present, who in the text will
return as children who lived in their cities who will act as your personal guides specially for
you. And so it was that this fantastic guide has been created.
►The author: Roberto Piumini was born in Edolo 1947 and lives and works in Milan. He is
well known for his literary translations, fairy tales and poems and his songs and texts for the
theatre. Roberto has also published several novels and collections of stories for adults. He is
a winner of the Andersen prize and is generally considered to be one of the greatest Italian
contemporary writers for children’s literature.
►The illustrator: Giulia Servello (Pisa 19-02-1968) is a versatile artist. She starts her carrier
in the ’90 in Florence illustrating for Giunti Publishing House, Il bambino che non volle sparire,
Le frittate di Clorinda and several other books. In the following years, she starts
experimenting the collage art technique and illustrates Acquari a naso in su and Italia. Storie
ballate e racconti published by Sillabe with text by Roberto Piumini. She has also designed
posters, card and calendars for Migneco & Smith Company and UNICEF and with B. Bill bijoux,
her caracthers, made of gold and precious stones, are reproduced as jewels you can wear.

2.6 Messaggio dall’impossibile (Message from the
Impossible)
/ Tommaso Percivale
Torino, Einaudi, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-6656-237-5

►Synopsis: The novel, set in the background of the space race between the United States
and the URSS is inspired by the Cordiglia brothers’ recordings of the “lost soviet astronauts”
who died in mysterious circumstances. Percivale builds up a spy story for children, balanced
between fantasy and reality. The result is a captivating novel which communicates the
author‘s great passion for the radio- listener, for sci-fi cinema and for conspiracies which will
never cease to fascinate readers both young and not so young.
►The author: Tommaso Percivale, born in 1977, lives and writes on a quite isolated hill,
surrounded by earth, firewood and roe deer. He has worked for many years in the children
literature publishing industry co-operating with Mondadori and Piemme. In his spare time he
studies magic tricks, particularly the one about cylinder’s and rabbits. For the Einaudi “Carta
Bianca” series he has written “Ribelli in fuga” (Rebels in flight) one of the books shortlisted
for the Andersen Price 2013.

2.7 Nemo. Il ragazzo senza nome (Nemo, the
Nameless Boy)
/ Davide Morosinotto
Milano, Rizzoli, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-17-08003-3

►Synopsis: The author narrates to us, in his own particular way, the childhood of Nemo, in
the first volume of a trilogy dedicated to the life of the legendary captain of the Nautilus who
will travel twenty thousand leagues under the sea. The story starts, in 1829, in a college near
Paris. Here Nemo finds two very good and trustworthy friends: Ashlynn, a pretty girl with
blonde curly hair and a great desire for freedom, and the very kind hearted Daniel, who has
been an acrobat in the circus. Nemo has a mission and his two friends will help him,
undertaking an incredible adventure which will require great courage.
►The author: Davide Morosinotto, born in 1980 near Padua, always wanted to be a writer.
When he was a young child, he used to spend hours dreaming about incredible adventures in
fantastic worlds. Now that he is a grown up, he has succeeded in writing many books for young
children as well as working as a journalist and translator. He loves cold and rainy places,
walking across unknown cities and dreams about embarking on a journey round the world with
his motorbike.

SPECIAL THEME
Le metamorfosi (Metamorphosis)
/ Roberto Piumini, Alessandro Sanna
Milano, Mondadori, 2014
[ISBN] 978-88-04-64438-5

►Synopsis: Publius Ovidius Naso (20 March 43 BC – AD 17/18), known as Ovid in the Englishspeaking world, was a Roman poet who lived during the reign of Augustus. He is best known
for the Metamorphoses, a 15-book continuous mythological narrative, considered as one of
the most important sources of classical mythology.
Piumini’s masterful writing narrates ten myths from Ovid’s Metamorphoses setting them in
an eco-friendly adventure background. Extraordinary stories of men, gods, plants and animals
mutating their nature and appearance, turn into timeless frescoes in Alessandro Sanna’s
blazing drawings.
►The author: Roberto Piumini, born in Edolo 1947, lives and works in Milan. He is well
known for his literary translations, fairy tales, and poems, and his songs and texts for the
theatre. Roberto has also published several novels and collections of stories for adults.
Winner of the Andersen price he is considered one the greatest Italian contemporary writer
for children literature.
►The illustrator: Alessandro Sanna was born in 1975 on the plain between Mantova, Verona
and Modena, but his father put the love of the sea and the wind from Sardinia into his veins.
From a child, he was convinced that he knew how to fly, predict the future and imitate all the
sounds of creation. He always played a great deal, with others in the open air or alone with
cigarette stubs of superheroes and little cars. At the age of eleven, this passion for toys turned
towards design: to design, design and design again, forgetting that there are other things in
life. Now that he is designing as a job, he can rediscover and appreciate the other things in
life, because those are the things that allow him to continue to play with paintbrushes,
pencils, dirty hands and uncontrollable drops of water.
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